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ABSTRACT
Objective: To investigate the value of preoperative haemoglobin, albumin, lymphocyte, and platelet (HALP) score in predicting
tumour budding in colorectal carcinoma.
Study Design: Observational study.
Place and Duration of Study: University of Health Sciences, Başakşehir Çam and Sakura City Hospital İstanbul/Turkey, between
May 2020 and May 2021.
Methodology: The colorectal cancer patients who underwent surgery were divided into two groups according to the presence or
absence of tumour budding. A total of 110 patients were included in the study, and there were 31 patients in group 1 and 79 patients
in group 2. The predictive value of the HALP score in predicting tumour budding at the determined cut-oﬀ point was evaluated.
Results: The mean HALP score was similar in both groups (p=0.459). The rate of lymphovascular invasion was higher in group 2
(p=0.002), and T3 and T4 tumours were more common in group 2 (p<0.001). The number of metastatic lymph nodes was higher in
group 2 (p=0.049). When the patients in group 2 were divided into subgroups according to the degree of tumour budding, the HALP
score diﬀered between intermediate and high budding groups (p=0.032). A HALP value of >31.6 predicted the presence of tumour
budding with a sensitivity of 70.89% and a speciﬁcity of 48.39%.
Conclusion: The presence of tumour budding is associated with aggressive phenotypic features in colorectal carcinoma. The preoperative prediction of tumour budding can serve as a guide in the development of individualised therapy plans. The HALP score was associated with the presence of intermediate or high degree of tumour budding.
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INTRODUCTION
Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the third most common type of cancer
and the second leading cause of cancer-related death worldwide
according to the GLOBOCAN 2018 database of the International
Agency for Research on Cancer.1 The biomarkers that guide the
diagnosis, treatment, and subtyping of diseases can be identiﬁed
more easily. Thanks to developing technologies and novel techniques, the discovery of cancer biomarkers has become a major
focus of cancer research in recent years. Given the rising incidence
of CRC and the ongoing lack of absolute indicators for early diagnosis and treatment, new biomarkers are urgently needed for CRC.
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Recent studies have shown that prognosis can diﬀer among
patients with at same cancer stage, leading researchers to look
for new prognostic factors, such as tumour budding, which is
believed to be a histological reﬂection of the epithelial-mesenchymal transition. It has been reported that budding cancer
cells become resistant to apoptotic stimuli, chemotherapeutics, and immunogenic cell death as a result of a series of molecular events, and represent the ﬁrst step of cancer metastasis in
which migration to the extracellular matrix and invasion of the
lymphatic and vascular structures begin.2,3 Many studies have
reported tumour budding to be an independent prognostic
factor associated with lymph node metastasis, local recurrence, and survival. European Society of Medical Oncology and
International Tumour Budding Consensus Conference (ITBCC)
guidelines included tumour budding as a criterion in the identiﬁcation of high-risk patient groups.4-7
The HALP score is a comprehensive index that has been shown
to have a prognostic role in gastrointestinal cancers,8,9
reﬂecting the components of patients' nutritional and immune
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status. The HALP score is a parameter that can be easily
measured and easily calculated through clinical data of haemoglobin level, albumin level, lymphocyte count, and platelet
count. Currently, no study has been conducted on the diagnostic value of HALP score in predicting tumour budding in
patients with CRC.
The prediction of tumour budding based on immunonutritional
indices is a new area of research in the literature removing the
need to wait for pathology results. Thus, it has been found that
patients who were erroneously believed to have a good prognosis based on clinicopathological factors until recently that
could be studied, and who were followed up without additional
therapy, would have had an additional survival advantage
through actual prognosis-oriented therapy.
This study investigated the relationship between tumour
budding and clinicopathological parameters in CRC patients
who were diagnosed with adenocarcinoma and established the
predictive value of the HALP score in predicting tumour
budding.

METHODOLOGY
Patients who underwent surgery for CRC between May 2020
and May 2021 were included in this single-centre observational
study conducted at the University of Health Sciences,
Başakşehir Çam and Sakura City Hospital, Istanbul, Turkey,
between May 2020 and May 2021. Clinical data were collected
from the hospital patient ﬁles, while histopathological data
were collected from the pathology reports in the digital patients
archive. The patients who underwent palliative surgery, those
under the age of 18, those who were pregnant, those with
chronic inﬂammatory diseases (tuberculosis, sarcoidosis, etc.),
autoimmune diseases and haematological diseases, those
using corticosteroids, and those with inaccessible records were
excluded from the study.
In accordance with the recommendations of the College of American Pathologists Protocol for Reporting of Colorectal Carcinoma (2018), tumour budding was determined as deﬁned at the
ITBCC 2016 meeting, being single cells or clusters of up to four
cells at the invasive margin of the tumour.4 All tumour-containing slides were examined for the presence of tumour
budding, along the invasive margin of the tumour. In cases with
tumour budding, the tumour buds were counted within the area 
of 0.785 mm2 identiﬁed as having the highest density of tumour
buds (hotspot), at the invasive margin of the tumour and 20x
magniﬁcation.4 For ﬁeld standardisation, the number of tumour
buds identiﬁed in the 20x magniﬁcation objective was divided
by the normalisation factor corresponding to the 20x ﬁeld size of
the microscope. Subsequently, cases identiﬁed with 0–4
tumour buds were scored as low budding (Bd1), those with 5-9
tumour buds as intermediate budding (Bd2), and those with
≥10 buds as high budding (Bd3). The patients were divided into
two groups according to the absence or presence of tumour
buds. Group 1 patients were budding absent and group 2
patients were budding present, based on their tumour budding
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ﬁndings. A total of 110 patients were included in the study.
There were 31 patients in group 1 and 79 patients in group 2.
The groups were examined for demographic data, tumour
marker levels, neoadjuvant treatment, type of operation,
tumour localisation, histopathological diagnosis, tumour size,
degree of diﬀerentiation, tumour depth of invasion, lymphovascular invasion, perineural invasion, total lymphocyte count,
pathological stage, and lymph node metastasis.
The HALP score was calculated preoperatively using the equation: haemoglobin (g/dL) × albumin (g/L) × lymphocytes (109/L)/
platelets (109/L).

The pathological disease stage was determined in accordance
10
with the 8th Edition of the TNM Classiﬁcation.
A receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis was
conducted and a ROC curve was created to establish a cut-oﬀ
point for the HALP score. The patients were divided into two
groups according to the presence or absence of budding, and a
ROC analysis was performed for the two groups. The diagnostic value of the HALP score at the established cut-oﬀ point
was examined.
The factual investigation of the information was performed utilizing IBM SPSS Measurements for Windows, form 23.0 (IBM
Corp., Armonk, NY, USA). The mean and standard deviation
values were given for the parameters conforming to the
normal distribution, and the median and range values were
given for the parameters not conforming to the normal distribution. The normality of the data was analysed with a ShapiroWilk test; categorical variables were compared using Chisquare and Fisher’s tests; an Independent Samples (Student's) t-test was used for the normally distributed groups, and a
Mann-Whitney U test for the non-normally distributed groups.
With the aim to determine the source of diﬀerence between
the groups Bonferroni method being among Post Hoc tests has
been applied. The sensitivity and speciﬁcity of the HALP score
were calculated based on the tumour budding, and a cut-oﬀ
point was established through an examination of the area
under the ROC curve. The statistical signiﬁcance level was set
at <0.05 for all tests.

RESULTS
A ROC analysis was conducted and a ROC curve was created to
establish a cut-oﬀ point for the HALP score. The ROC analysis
yielded an area under the ROC curve of 54.6%. The cut-oﬀ point
gives an answer rate of 54.6% correctly. At the cut-oﬀ point, a
HALP score of >31.6 predicted the presence of tumour budding
with a sensitivity of 70.89% and a speciﬁcity of 48.39%. The
results are presented in Figure 1 and Table I.
An analysis of the relationship between the HALP score and the
degree of tumour budding in patients with tumour budding
revealed a statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerence between the intermediate and high budding groups (19.7 vs. 30.6, p = 0.032). The
results are presented in Table I.
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The T3 and T4 tumours were more common in group 2 (p
<0.001). The number of lymph nodes harvested was similar in
both groups (19 vs. 23, p = 0.291), although the number of
metastatic lymph nodes was higher in group 2 (0 vs. 1, p =
0.049). The results are presented in Table III.
DISCUSSION
This study was conducted to investigate the relationship
between tumour budding and clinic pathological parameters in
CRC patients and to establish the predictive value of the HALP
score for tumour budding. It was found that tumour budding was
associated with such poor histo pathological factors as the presence of lymphovascular invasion, a high T stage, and an
increased number of metastatic lymph nodes. The HALP score
was not statistically signiﬁcantly associated with the presence
of tumour budding. However, the subgroup analysis of patients
with tumour budding revealed a higher HALP score to be associated with the presence of intermediate or high degree of tumour
budding.
Figure 1: Receiver operating characteristic curve analysis of the HALP
score for tumour budding.

Table I: Proposed cut-oﬀ points for the HALP score for the prediction of
tumour budding and relationship between the degree of tumour budding
and HALP score.
HALP score
AUC

0.546

95% Cl (%)

0.448–0.641

Cut-oﬀ

>31.6

Speciﬁcity

48.39

95% Cl (%)

30.2–66.9

Sensitivity (%)

70.89

95% Cl (%)

59.6–80.6

PPV

39.5

NPV

77.8

+LR

1.66

-LR

0.73

p

HALP score

0.493
Low (a)
24.1
(5.5–150)

Intermediate (b)
19.7 (6.5–43.7)

High (c)
30.6
(17.4–70.1)

p
0.039*

Post Hoc Bonferroni c-b; p = 0,032.

The male gender was dominant in both groups (71% vs. 60.8%,
p = 0.317). The mean age was similar in both groups (67 years
vs. 62 years, p = 0.298). Preoperative laboratory parameters
and tumour marker levels were similar in both groups (p>0.05).
The mean HALP score was similar in both groups (28.5 vs. 24.2, p
= 0.459). The results are presented in Table II.
The majority of the operations were performed under elective
conditions (90.3% vs. 84.85, p = 0.448) and the most common
tumour localisation was the rectum (38.7% vs. 32.9%, p =
0.631). Operation-related variables are presented in Table III.
The most common pathological grade was moderate diﬀerentiation (74.2% vs. 88.6%, p = 0.111). The rate of lymphovascular
invasion was higher in group 2 (38.7% vs. 70.9%, p = 0.002).

The inﬂammatory response and nutritional status have been
shown to be associated with the prognosis of cancer patients.11
The HALP score integrates four haematological parameters,
and previous studies have demonstrated its prognostic signiﬁcance in CRC. Inﬂammation-based ratios are representative
biomarkers of host inﬂammatory response that can predict
cancer prognosis. The reliability of the HALP score has been
demonstrated in various studies in the literature. Jiang et al.
studied the prognostic value of the HALP score in locally
advanced CRC patients and found that patients with lower HALP
scores exhibited an increased risk of death (HR = 1.46, 95% CI
1.11–1.92; p = 0.007) and cancer-related death (HR = 1.78,
95% CI 1.31–2.43; p < 0.001). These patients had also lower 5year overall survival rate (60.7% vs. 74.0%; log-rank p =
0.001).8 Similarly, Yalav et al. found the HALP score to be closely
associated with clinicopathological features and to be an independent prognostic factor for survival in CRC patients who
underwent curative resection.12 Likewise, Dagmura et al.
grouped CRC patients by age, as above and below 80 years, and
established an association between HALP score and survival.
The HALP score was signiﬁcantly higher in the >80 years of age
group than in the younger age group.13
The HALP score has been shown to be a safe parameter in solid
tumours other than CRC, 14-17 and its predictive power has been
proven in various benign conditions. Tian et al. investigated the
association between HALP score and poor outcomes in patients
with acute ischaemic stroke and found that an increased HALP
score was associated with reduced risk of recurrent stroke and
mortality within 90 days and 1 year after the onset of stroke.18
Park et al. reported that the HALP score at the time of diagnosis
may reﬂect the cross-sectional activity of anti-neutrophil cytoplasmic antibody-associated vasculitis.19 It was hypothesised
that the HALP score may be of value in the prediction of tumour
budding, although the diagnostic value of the HALP score in
predicting tumour budding was limited in this study.
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Table II: Demographic data and preoperative laboratory ﬁndings.

Gender
Male
Female
Ageb
Neoadjuvant treatment
Neutrophil countb (109/L)
Haemoglobin levela (g/dL)
Albumin levela (g/L)
Lymphocyte countb (109/L)
Platelet countb (109/L)
HALP score
CEA levelb (ng/mL)
CA19-9 levelb (ng/mL)

Group 1
31 (%)

Group 2
79 (%)

22 (71)
9 (29)
67 (34) (43–77)
9 (29)
3.82 (11.5) (2–13.5)
11.6 ± 2.3
40.8 ± 5.3
1.31 (3.8) (0.6–4.4)
246 (422) (104–526)
28.5 (7.82) (4–82.2)
2.64 (453.1) (0.9–454)
13.45 (1188.5) (2.5–1191)

48 (60.8)
31 (39.2)
62 (71) (17–88)
15 (19)
4.63 (11) (1.8–12.7)
11.6 ± 1.9
40.4 ± 5.1
1.49 (3.0) (0.5–3.5)
276 (276) (45–697)
24.2 (14.45) (5.5–150)
4.3 (753.2) (0.8–754)
18.9 (14641) (2–14643)

p-value

0.317
0.298
0.251
0.271
0.946
0.763
0.182
0.092
0.459
0.120
0.286

Chi-square and Fisher’s Exact tests; a: Independent Samples (Student’s) t-test (ort±ss); b: Mann-Whitney U-test ((Range) (Min-Max)); CEA: Carcinoembryonic
antigen; CA 19-9: Carbohydrate antigen 19-9.
Table III: Surgical variables and pathological results.

Emergency & Elective
Emergency
Elective
Localized
Rectosigmoid
Rectum
Right colon
Sigmoid
Left colon
Transverse colon
Type of operation
Open
Laparoscopic
Robotic
Postoperative hospital stayb
Pathological grade
Poorly diﬀerentiated
Intermediately diﬀerentiated
Well-diﬀerentiated
Lymphovascular invasion
Perineural invasion
T stage
0
1
2
3
4a
4b
N stage
0
1
1a
1b
1c
2
2a
2b
M stage
0
1
Tumour sizeb (cm)
Harvested lymph nodesb
Metastatic lymph nodesb

Group 1
31 (%)

Group 2
79 (%)

p-value

3 (9.7)
28 (90.3)

12 (15.2)
67 (84.8)

0.448

2 (6.5)
12 (38.7)
4 (12.9)
8 (25.8)
5 (16.1)
-

11 (13.9)
26 (32.9)
17 (21.5)
14 (17.7)
10 (12.7)
1 (1.3)

0.631

20 (64.5)
6 (19.4)
5 (16.1)
7 (31) (4–35)

61 (77.2)
11 (13.9)
7 (8.9)
6 (37) (3–40)

2 (6.5)
23 (74.2)
6 (19.4)
12 (38.7)
11 (35.5)

4 (5.1)
70 (88.6)
5 (6.3)
56 (70.9)
39 (49.4)

2 (6.5)
3 (9.7)
7 (22.6)
11 (35.5)
4 (12.9)
4 (12.9)

1 (1.3)
3 (3.8)
50 (63.3)
21 (26.6)
4 (5.1)

<0.001**

20 (64.5)
1 (3.2)
4 (12.9)
2 (6.5)
2 (6.5)
2 (6.5)

29 (36.7)
3 (3.8)
13 (16.5)
14 (17.7)
3 (3.8)
2 (2,5)
6 (7.6)
9 (11.4)

0.291

29 (93.5)
2 (6.5)
3.25 (6.9) (0.1–7)
19 (77) (1–78)

66 (83.5)
13 (16.5)
33 (7.3) (1.3–8.6)
23 (122) (6–128)

0 (9) (0–9)

1 (44) (0–44)

0.370
0.349
0.111
0.002**
0.188

0.169
0.154
0.291
0.049*

Chi-square and Fisher’s Exact tests. b: Mann-Whitney U-test ((Range) (Min-Max)).
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While a subgroup analysis of patients with tumour budding
revealed that a high HALP score was associated with the
presence of intermediate or high degree of tumour budding,
the authors could not demonstrate the prognostic value of
the HALP score due to the short-term follow-up of their
patients. The authors attributed this to the similar preoperative characteristics of patients. The patient groups in this
study had a homogeneous distribution.
The association between tumour budding and pathological T
stage has been investigated in several studies, most of which
found tumour budding to be associated with more advanced
pT stages.5,20-22 In the present study, tumour budding was
found to be associated with a high pT level, which is a poor
histological parameter, in accordance with the ﬁndings of
previous studies.
Lymph node metastasis remains one of the most valuable
prognostic factors in CRC. Earlier studies have shown that the
depth of submucosal invasion, the tumour grade at the
deepest invasive front and the presence of lymphovascular
invasion are predictive markers for lymph node metastasis in
CRC. It has been reported that tumour budding, which represents a diﬀerentiated histology at the invasive margin, is
useful for the prediction of lymph node metastasis or haematogenous metastasis.23,24 Many studies on tumour budding in
CRC revealed a signiﬁcant association between tumour
budding and lymphovascular invasion, and it has been
suggested that tumour buds may be the part of the tumour
5,23,25
that acquires the ability to invade lymphatic vessels.
In
the present study, tumour budding was found to be associated with an increased number of metastatic lymph nodes
and increased lymphovascular invasion, supporting the
ﬁndings of previous studies.

When tumours begin to bud, single tumour cells or small cell
nests detach from the main tumour, and the budding of
these cells is the ﬁrst step in cancer metastasis, given their
capacity to migrate through the extracellular matrix, to
invade lymphatic and vascular structures, and to metastasize to regional lymph nodes and distant organs. 2 In the
present study, tumour budding was found to be associated
with an increased number of metastatic lymph nodes and
poor histological parameters, in line with the ﬁndings of
previous studies.
It was believed that these results support the theoretical view
explaining the onset of the metastatic cascade with tumour
budding. The association between tumour budding and poor
histopathological factors was not only related to the presence
of budding, but also the degree of budding. The fact that the
patient groups are generally heterogeneous in the published
studies in the literature, and that the diﬀerent studies have
come up with the diﬀerent ﬁndings to support this argument.

Tumour budding has initially been described in cancer
patients who have not received neoadjuvant therapy and
has been used to determine the need for neoadjuvant

therapy. Currently, the determination of tumour budding
score in CRC patients who received neoadjuvant treatment
is a controversial issue in the literature, and it has not been
clearly stated in the literature that this score cannot be used
in CRC patients who received neoadjuvant therapy. CRC
patients receiving neoadjuvant treatment may have bud-like
false appearances due to regression in the tumour, and
some pathologists do not prefer to report this score.
However, since this issue is not yet clear enough in the literature, it was preferred to use this scoring system in CRC
patients who received neoadjuvant therapy in this study.
Determining the optimal cut-oﬀ points for biomarkers
requires further research, as the only way of achieving more
accurate results related to their predictive power. Prognostic
tools are needed for the development of individualised
cancer therapy programs. The assessment of tumour
budding may help improve tumour staging systems and
treatment approaches, and may serve as an additional
pathological parameter in the determination of tumour
behavior. The preoperative prediction of tumour budding can
guide individualised therapy modalities.
The most important limitation of this study is its retrospective design. Other limitations are the limited number of
patients and the lack of long-term oncological follow-up
results, as the patient with the earliest record underwent
surgery one and a half years ago. The authors believe,
however, that this study contributes to the literature as the
ﬁrst study to investigate the association between HALP score
and tumour budding.

CONCLUSION
The results of this study revealed the presence of tumour
budding to be associated with aggressive phenotypic
features in CRC, and its ability to be used as a practical and
reliable parameter for the determination of greater potential
for malignancy. The authors recommend that tumour
budding should be studied at least as present or absent in
routine histopathological examination of CRC.
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